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Introduction

The exact type of CNS account or accounts you acquire will depend on your specific computing needs and the university computing support organization [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/gbsupporg/gbsupporg.html] which serves you.

Please contact the appropriate support organization to help you obtain a CNS account and subsequent consulting assistance. This group should always be your first point of contact.

To obtain information about computing services if you do not belong to one of these organizations, call the UF Computing Help Desk at (352) 392-HELP, or the CNS Support Desk at (352) 392-2061.

University computing support organizations serve user groups with specific computing needs. These units use CNS’s computer systems and hardware, but have their own programmers, consultants, and input/output facilities. Most of these organizations provide programming, consulting, education, and other computing support to their CNS users.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:
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